Data files often consist of numbers having only a few significant decimal digits, whose information content would allow storage in only 32 bits. However, we may require that arithmetic operations involving these numbers be done with 64-bit floating-point precision, which precludes simply representing the data as 32-bit floating-point values. Decimal floating point gives a compact and exact representation, but requires conversion with a slow division operation before the data can be used in an arithmetic operation. Here, I show that interesting subsets of 64-bit floating-point values can be compactly and exactly represented by the 32 bits consisting of the sign, exponent, and high-order part of the mantissa, with the lower-order 32 bits of the mantissa filled in by a table lookup indexed by bits from the part of the mantissa that is retained, and possibly some bits from the exponent. For example, decimal data with four or fewer digits to the left of the decimal point and two or fewer digits to the right of the decimal point can be represented in this way, using a decoding table with 32 entries, indexed by the lower-order 5 bits of the retained part of the mantissa. Data consisting of six decimal digits with the decimal point in any of the seven positions before or after one of the digits can also be represented this way, and decoded using a table indexed by 19 bits from the mantissa and exponent. Encoding with such a scheme is a simple copy of half the 64-bit value, followed if necessary by verification that the value can be represented, by checking that it decodes correctly. Decoding requires only extraction of index bits and a table lookup. Lookup in a small table will usually reference fast cache memory, and even with larger tables, decoding is still faster than conversion from decimal floating point with a division operation. I present several variations on these schemes, show how they perform on various recent computer systems, and discuss how such schemes might be used to automatically compress large arrays in interpretive languages such as R.
Introduction
Numbers that originate from reading text in a data file (as well as other sources) often have a small number of significant decimal digits, scaled by a small power of ten. We may therefore hope to reduce memory usage, and possibly processing time, by representing large arrays of such numbers using a 32-bit representation, rather than the standard 64-bit binary floating point representation (IEEE Computer Society, 2008) that is used for numbers in programming languages such as R, and for "double precision" numbers in languages such as C. However, it is highly desirable that arithmetic involving such compactly-represented numbers produce exactly the same results as if they had a 64-bit floating point representation. This is particularly important if conversion to a compact representation is done automatically, as a programming language implementation decision that is meant to have no visible effect (except, of course, on space and time usage).
Requiring that numerical results be identical to those using a 64-bit floating point representation unfortunately eliminates the most obvious, and very likely fastest, compact representation -the 32-bit "single precision" floating-point representation that is also standard (IEEE Computer Society, 2008) . Every number with up to seven significant decimal digits maps to a distinct 32-bit single precision value, with no information loss. However, when these single precision values are converted to 64-bit double precision in the standard (hardware-supported) way and then used in arithmetic operations, the results are in general not the same as if a 64-bit floating-point representation had been used. The problem is that the standard conversion by extending the mantissa of a single precision number with zeros does not produce the correct double precision representation of a number, such as 0.1, whose binary expansion is non-terminating.
One compact representation that can produce the same results as 64-bit binary floating point is decimal floating point. Cowlishaw (2003) has advanced several reasons for using a decimal floating point format, such as its ability to distinguish 1.2 from 1.200, but here I consider it only as a way of exactly representing some 64-bit binary floating point values in 32 bits. For this purpose, we might use a 28-bit signed integer, M , and a 4-bit unsigned exponent, e, to represent M × 10 −e . The value e = 15 might be used to represent a "NaN" or "NA" value, as needed in R to represent missing values. Conversion to 64-bit binary floating point can be done by converting M to binary floating point (exactly), obtaining by table lookup the (exact) binary floating-point representation of 10 e (or a "NaN" value when e = 15), and finally performing a 64-bit binary floating-point division. If the decimal floating point value was read from a data file with eight or fewer significant digits, and its magnitude is representable within the exponent range of this scheme, the result of converting it to 64-bit binary floating point should match the result of directly converting the text in the data file, since the latter conversion should be done with exactly the same operations.
Unfortunately, the floating point division operation required to convert from a decimal floating point representation is quite slow (compared to other operations) on most current processors. Multiplication is typically much faster, but in a binary representation, multiplying by 0.1 is not the same as dividing by 10, because 0.1 does not have an exact binary floating point representation. Hardware support for decimal floating point might speed up this conversion to 64-bit binary floating point somewhat, but the need for division may limit the improvement possible. Such hardware support is in any case not common at present.
In this paper I present a framework for compactly representing subsets of 64-bit binary floating point values in 32 bits, from which conversion is faster than from decimal floating point on most current processors. The compact 32-bit representation is simply half the 64-bit floating point representation, consisting of the sign, exponent, and high-order part of the mantissa. Conversion to the full 64-bit floating-point value is done by filling in the low-order 32 bits of the mantissa from a lookup table, indexed by low-order bits of the retained part of the mantissa and in some cases by certain bits from the exponent. Different versions of this scheme allow for larger or smaller sets of useful values, with one tradeoff being the size of the lookup table needed, which affects conversion speed when the table is too large for the processor's memory cache. I investigate possible sets of represented values and associated performance tradeoffs with several recent processor architectures and compilers, in systems with varying cache memory sizes and varying processor/memory speed ratios. Finally, I discuss how such methods might be used in an implementation of an interpretive language such as R, in order to automatically (and invisibly) compress large numeric arrays.
C programs for the methods and performance tests are provided as supplementary information.
Compact representation by half of a 64-bit floating-point value
Although the schemes developed here are motivated by a desire to compactly represent 64-bit floating point values that are derived from decimal representations, these schemes can be seen more generally as compactly representing numbers in a subset, S, of 64-bit floating-point values that includes some desired subset, which I will denote by D.
For all these schemes, the compact 32-bit representation of a 64-bit floating-point value is simply the 32 bits consisting of the sign, exponent, and high-order mantissa bits of the 64-bit floating-point value. I will consider only 64-bit floating-point values in the IEEE standard format (IEEE Computer Society, 2008) , which consist of 1 sign bit, 11 exponent bits, and 52 mantissa bits, which give 53 effective bits of precision, since the highest-order bit is alway an implicit 1 (except for denormalized numbers). The 32-bit compact representation therefore has 1 sign bit, 11 exponent bits, and 20 mantissa bits (giving 21 bits of precision).
In all the schemes I consider here, the compact 32-bit value is converted (decoded) to a 64-bit floating-point value using m bits from the mantissa part of the compact value, and e (possibly 0) bits from exponent part, offset from the bottom of the exponent by f . These m + e bits are used to index a table of 2 m+e possible values for the lower 32 bits of the mantissa. The decoded 64-bit floating-point value consists of the value looked up in this table together with the 32-bit compact representation. This procedure is illustrated here: Pseudo-code is shown below for the decoding procedure, which takes as inputs a 32-bit compact value, t, and an array Table with 2 m+e elements, indexed starting at 0: Set i to the integer whose binary representation consists of bits 0 . . . (m − 1) of the mantissa part of t and bits f . . . (f + e − 1) of the exponent part of t.
Fetch Table[i] , and concatenate it with t to produce the decoded 64-bit floating-point value.
Here, bits are numbered starting with 0 for the lowest-order bit. The bits from t combined to produce i may be combined in any consistent order, though using the bits from the mantissa as the low-order bits of the index (as in the illustration above) has implementation advantages. Note that in some schemes e is zero, in which case the m bits from the mantissa are used directly as the index.
Converting a 64-bit value to compact form is done by simply copying the 32-bit half that constitutes the compact representation. If the 64-bit value being encoded is not known to be in the set S, the compact representation is then decoded, the decoded value is compared to the original 64-bit value, and failure is reported if these values do not match exactly.
To design a particular scheme in this framework, we need to decide which bits of the 32-bit compact value are used to index the lookup The way in which bits from t are combined to give i above must match the way that will later be used in the decoding procedure. The output of this procedure is the array Table, which is then used for decoding. The Used array is discarded once the design procedure has finished.
If this design procedure does not fail, all 64-bit values in D can be compactly represented in the scheme designed, and exactly decoded. In addition, unless all elements of Used are True, some 64-bit floating-point values that are not in D will also have compact representations. The full set of such values is the set S, of which D will be a subset. Since any 32-bit compact value decodes to something, S will always contain 2 32 members. The identity of those members of S not in D will depend on the choice of default value for table entries used in the first step of the procedure above.
A variation on the decoding procedure that sometimes reduces the space used for the decoding table is possible when the number of distinct entries in 
Some decodable subsets
The utility of this approach to compact representation of 64-bit floating point values depends crucially on what subsets, D, can be compactly represented, and for those subsets that can be represented, on the size of the decoding table, which will have 2 m+e entries, and hence occupy 4 × 2 m+e 8-bit bytes (though this may be reduced if indirect indexing is used).
Some sets, D, even if they have no more than 2 32 members, cannot be compactly represented in a scheme of this type, for any values of m, e, and f . This will be the case if D contains two distinct 64-bit floating-point values for which the 32-bit portions used as the compact representation are identical. Other subsets, D, may be decodable only with a large value for m + e.
The NA value used to represent missing data in R poses a problem in this regard. In current R implementations, it is a NaN ("Not a Number") value with mantissa bits set to the binary representation of the integer 1954, for which the upper 20 bits are all zero. With this choice for the NA value, the 20 bits of the mantissa that are included in its compact representation are identical to those for the number zero, so it would not be possible for both NA and zero to be in the set D in a scheme with e = 0. This issue will also restrict schemes in which e > 0. Fortunately, there appears to be no strong reason why NA in R could not be changed to a NaN value in which the upper 20 bits of the mantissa are all ones, and the lower 32 bits are the binary representation of 1954, and this is the choice for NA that I will assume below. Table 1 : Some subsets of 64-bit floating-point numbers that can be represented compactly with decoding based on mantissa bits only (ie, with e = 0). All subsets include the NA value, as well as the numbers matching the decimal representations shown (plus their negations). Table 2 : Some subsets of 64-bit floating-point numbers that can be represented compactly with decoding based on both mantissa bits and exponent bits. All subsets include the NA value, as well as the numbers matching the decimal representations shown (plus their negations).
subsets that allow for increasing numbers of digits to the right of the decimal point, but with the tradeoff of fewer digits to the left of the decimal point, and increased table size.
As shown in Table 2 , substantially bigger subsets can be represented in schemes where e is nonzero, though at the cost of additional bit manipulation to combine index bits, and larger tables. For scheme W, the set D can be described as consisting of any six-digit number with from one to four of the six digits to the right of the decimal place, plus integers with six digits of which the last is zero. Schemes X, Y, and Z expand the set numbers that can be represented, including numbers spread over a considerable range of magnitudes, though with few significant figures, plus numbers having six digits with the decimal place in various positions (for scheme Z, before or after any of these six digits).
Note that these schemes can be extended to include additional useful numbers in their sets D. For example, scheme Y can be extended to also include numbers of the form 1dddddd. and 1ddd.ddd, without any increase in direct or indirect table sizes. Of course, this results in some other numbers being removed from the set S, but those other numbers may not be as useful.
Note also that schemes can be designed for sets D that are not defined in terms of decimal representations. For example, the 64-bit floating-point approximations to all rational numbers of the form n/m where n is an integer from −13332 to +13332 and m is an integer from 1 to 100 can be represented in a scheme with m = 13 and e = 0.
Software implementation
Some issues arise when implementing encoding and decoding operations for these schemes in software, particularly when writing in a high-level language and aiming at portability to different machine architectures. Here, I will consider only implementations written in C, and more specifically, following the revised C99 standard (International Standards Organization, 2007) , in conjunction with the IEEE standard for floating point arithmetic (IEEE Computer Society, 2008) .
The first issue is how to obtain the two 32-bit halves of a 64-bit floating-point value (a C double), which requires bypassing the C type system. The C "union" construct is designed to allow this, but its effect may depend on the particular machine architecture being used.
One option is to use a union of a double field with an array of two 32-bit unsigned integers, declared as uint32_t. However, which of the two 32-bit integers contains the upper bits of the 64-bit double value will depend on whether the machine architecture is "little-endian" (for example, the x86 architecture) or "big-endian" (for example, the SPARC architecture). An alternative that works on both architectures is to use a union of a double field with an 64-bit unsigned integer field declared as uint64_t, and to then access the upper and lower 32-bit halves of the double field by shift and mask operations on the uint64_t field. In my experience with modern processors and compilers, the latter approach is also generally faster, and never consistently slower, so I will adopt it here. Note that neither approach is guaranteed to work by the C99 standard, since the representations of double and unsigned integer values might not be consistently either big-endian or little-endian, but this does not appear to be a problem in practice.
When bits from the exponent are used for table lookup when decoding (that is, e is non-zero), they may be combined with the index bits from the mantissa in any consistent way. However, letting the bits from the mantissa be the low-order bits of the index saves a shift operation, and is adopted here. This order is also likely to produce better cache performance (assuming cache lines are larger than 32 bits), since when a series of values are decoded, their mantissa bits are likely to be more variable than their exponent bits.
Finally, it is crucial for good performance that encoding and decoding operations be performed inline, avoiding function call overhead. Using modern C compilers, with standard optimizations enabled, this can be accomplished by defining the small encoding and decoding functions, declared as static inline, within a header file included in modules that use them.
Performance on recent computer systems
The speed with which these compact representations can be decoded and used in arithmetic operations will depend on numerous aspects of the computer system used, such as the relative speeds of the processor and memory, the sizes of memory caches, and the degree to which the processor is capable of overlapping integer and floating-point operations with each other and with memory accesses. Here, I will report results of tests on a variety of fairly recent systems, providing some illustration of how such factors affect performance.
These tests are all of sequential operations on large vectors (that is, one-dimensional arrays). Operations on individual values, accessed non-sequentially, might show different behaviour. However, in the context of an interpretive language implementation, such operations may in any case be dominated by interpretive overheads. Also, all the tests performed here use a single execution thread. It would be interesting to look at performance when several threads are executing in parallel, perhaps with more than one accessing the same compressed data, but a meaningful performance evaluation in such a context is beyond the scope of this paper.
The compact representation schemes tested here are Scheme C from Table 1 and Schemes X and Z from Table 2 . For Schemes X and Z, both direct table lookup and lookup with indirect indexing were tested. For comparison, the vector operations were also performed on uncompressed data, and on data represented in decimal floating point (using 4 bits to specify a non-negative power of ten and 28 bits for a signed integer scaled by dividing by that power).
Five operations were tested, each using two data distributions. As inputs, these operations take one, two, or three vectors of data, in one of the compact representations (or represented as uncompressed 64-bit floating point values for comparison). They produce as output a vector of uncompressed values, or a single uncompressed value, as follows: These operations were programmed in C, with inlined functions used for decoding the compressed representations. A high optimization level was used when compiling, with options to enable code generation optimized for the particular processor on which the code was run. The code, scripts, and output for the tests are available as supplemental information.
For the tests reported, all input vectors contained 3,000,000 randomly generated values. Two distributions for these values were tried. In the first, each value has the form ddd.ddd, with each d being a random digit from 0 to 9. In the second, the forms dd.dddd, ddd.ddd, and dddd.dd were cycled through, with each d again being random. Only the first distribution was used for Scheme C, since it cannot represent all values generated with the second distribution. Each operation, on data generated from each distribution, was repeated 100 times, and the total time was recorded in seconds (to three decimal places, though the last digit is often not meaningful due to random time variation).
The results for six computer systems are reported in Tables 3 to 8 . These tables give the times in seconds. For methods other than use of uncompressed data, the times have above them the ratio (preceded by"×") of the time below to the corresponding time using uncompressed data. A ratio less than one indicates that for this combination of operation, data distribution, and compression scheme, operating on compressed data is faster than using uncompressed data. A ratio greater than one indicates the reverse, that operating on the compressed data is slower. Tables 3 and 4 show performance on a high-end workstation and a low-end desktop computer, both of fairly recent vintage, both using x86 architecture processors (in 64-bit mode). Although the lowend system is roughly three times slower, the relative performances of the various representations are broadly similar for these two systems. This is perhaps surprising, given that the high-end system has 12 MBytes of cache, versus 512 KBytes for the low-end system, which one might think would make a substantial difference at least for the schemes with large decoding tables. However, the processor for the low-end system is substantially slower, while the memory is of the same type, so the low-end system has faster memory in relation to processor speed, which perhaps compensates for its smaller cache.
For the systems in Tables 3 and 4 , Scheme C performs about the same as using uncompressed data -slightly faster for some operations, somewhat slower for others. This scheme therefore seems quite attractive when its set of representable values is sufficient. Scheme X provides a much larger set of useful values, but (using a direct table) it is somewhat slower than Scheme C, though it is still mostly less than a factor of two slower than using uncompressed data. Using indirect tables with Schemes X is slightly slower than using a direct table, though it is possible that the smaller amount of memory required for indirect tables will provide a compensating advantage in the context of an actual application, in which other operations are also done. Scheme Z provides a still larger set of useful values, but at the cost of a further moderate slowdown. Schemes X and Z are slightly slower when the data is drawn from the second distribution rather than from the first distribution, presumably because the greater variety of data values causes accesses to the decoding tables to be more spread out, making memory caching less effective.
Since, on both of these systems, Schemes X and Z are slower than using uncompressed data, a decision to use one of them must be based on the advantage of decreased memory usage, the significance of which will depend on the wider context of the application and the system on which it runs. However, if we suppose that reducing memory usage is necessary, we can see that all of schemes C, X, and Z give faster performance than using decimal floating point, by a factor of more than three for Scheme X. One of these schemes should therefore be preferred when the set of values that they can represent is sufficient. Tables 5 and 6 show results for two systems using variations of the Intel Core 2 Duo x86 architecture processor (in 64-bit mode), which are of somewhat earlier vintage than the processors used in the systems of Tables 3 and 4. The MacBook Pro system has a 2.4 GHz processor and 667 MHz memory. The Mac mini system has a 2.0 GHz processor (of slightly more recent design) and 1066 MHz memory. The results for this pair of systems therefore illustrate how the ratio of processor speed to memory speed affects performance.
On both these systems, Scheme C is faster than using uncompressed data for all operations except the vector sum. Scheme X using a direct table is also often faster than using uncompressed data, and Scheme Z using a direct table is mostly less than a factor of two slower than using uncompressed data. The performance (relative to using uncompressed data) of these compression schemes is more favourable for both these systems than for the somewhat newer systems of Tables 3 and 4, whether the difference is due to any systematic change in more recent processor designs.
The performance of Schemes X and Z is somewhat better on the MacBook Pro than on the Mac mini, in line with expectations of the effect of the higher processor/memory speed ratio for the MacBook Pro. The magnitude of the difference is perhaps less than would be expected from naively assessing this speed ratio using clock rates, however.
For both the MacBook Pro and the Mac mini, Schemes C, X, and Z are all considerably faster than using decimal floating point. Decimal floating point is relatively better on the Mac mini than on the MacBook Pro, presumably due to some improvement in the floating point division method (or in its ability to overlap with other operations), but it remains slower than Scheme X (with a direct table) by factors of between two and three for the various operations Tables 7 and 8 show results on two systems whose processors do not use the (very common) x86 architecture. The Sun T5140 uses T2 Plus processors that implement the SPARC V9 architecture in a manner designed to support many concurrent threads (128 for the dual-processor T5140), by use of within-core multithreading. It is intended for use as a server that processes a large volume of transactions handled in multiple threads; its single thread performance is slower than earlier SPARC systems that did not have within-core multithreading. The Cortex-A9 implements the ARM v7 architecture. It is used in many tablet computers and smart phones, though the Cubox system tested here is a miniature computer that can be used as a desktop computer or home entertainment system.
On the T2 Plus processor in the T514, the interleaving of many threads within one processor core produces the effect that each thread sees memory as being relatively faster compared to the speed with which the thread executes instructions than would the case in a processor without such interleaving. One would expect that the advantage of using a compressed representation that comes from a reduction in the amount of data transferred would then be less, at least in a test such as this in which only a single thread is executing. And indeed, we see that unlike the x86 systems in Tables 3 to 6, operations using Scheme C are always slower than when using uncompressed data, by at least a factor of 1.25. The relative performances of Schemes X and Z are also worse than for those systems. However, these schemes (with direct tables) are nevertheless faster than decimal floating point (though by fairly small factors).
The Cubox system's Cortex-A9 processor has a low 1 GHz clock rate, but reasonably fast 1066 MHz memory, which may explain why the performance relative to using uncompressed data of Schemes C, X, and Z is generally worse than for the four x86 systems (though better than for the T5140). Puzzlingly, though, the relative performance of decimal floating point is better on this system than on any of the others, though it is still a bit slower than Scheme X.
Automatic use in an interpretive programming language implementation
My principal motivation for investigating these compact representation schemes is their possible use in an interpretive implementation of a language such as R (R Core Team, 2015) . The goal is for the implementation to switch automatically to a compact representation for large numeric vectors, matrices, or other objects when such a compact representation is possible, with this switch having no visible effect, apart from its impact on speed and memory usage. In particular, I hope in future to include some version of such a scheme in the pqR implementation of R (Neal, 2013 (Neal, -2015 .
Use of a compact representation scheme could instead be implemented as a visible option, which could be explicitly requested by an application program, after which it would be responsible for explicitly handling encoding and decoding operations. One can also imagine using these compact representations for other purposes, such as reducing the space needed to store large databases, either automatically or as an explicit option. In this paper, however, I will consider only use of these schemes for automatic compression of objects stored in main memory.
In this context, the intent is that application programs will not be aware of whether numbers are represented in some compact scheme. The only exceptions to this that I envision are that there might be some way for an application program to request that an object be converted to a compact representation, if this is possible and has not already been done automatically, and there might also be a way of querying whether an object is compactly represented, purely as an aid for understanding performance issues.
Using a compact representation is worthwhile only when an object is large, and is possible then only when there is some compact coding scheme within which all numerical values in the object are representable. Run-time checks for whether an object is compactly represented will therefore generally be necessary. In a language implemented by compilation to native machine code, such checks would be present in numerous compiled code segments, and the overhead of these checks in both execution time and code size could be significant. Here, I consider only interpretive implementations, in which these checks will be present only in a limited number of places in the interpreter, and the time they take may be small compared to other interpretive overheads.
Nevertheless, modifying every code segment in the interpreter that accesses numerical values in order to add checks for whether these numbers are compactly represented would be arduous. Furthermore, R defines an interface by which an application program can call functions written in C, Fortran, or another language, which may access numeric data that could also be compactly represented. If existing code is to continue to work, it is necessary to provide a default interface in which compactly represented data is never seen. Selected parts of the interpreter could then be modified to be aware of compact representations, and to implement operations using them without conversion. The application program interface might also be extended to provide a way for user-written code to manipulate data that is compactly represented, while still allowing existing user code to be used without change, since objects would automatically be converted to the standard representation if they are passed to such code.
In the pqR implementation of R, a similar issue already arises with objects containing numerical values that may not have been computed yet, either because the computation is being done, or might be done, in some other concurrently-executing thread, or because the computation has been deferred in the hope that it may later be merged with a subsequent computation. This is handled in pqR by making the default versions of functions that return an object -such as by fetching the value of a variable, or by evaluating an expression -wait for any computation on the object to finish before returning it. Code segments that are prepared to handle objects whose computation is pending can, however, call alternative versions of these functions, which will not wait for computations to finish.
A similar approach could be used to handle compactly represented objects. Code that is not aware of compact representations will call the default functions, which will automatically convert any compact object to its standard format. Code that is prepared to operate on compactly represented data can call alternative versions of these functions that do not convert compact data. With this approach, the use of compact representations will be beneficial only if they are mostly manipulated by code that is aware of such representations, so that they can remain in their compact representation, but correct operation does not depend on every code segment in the interpreter and in application-program C code being modified to deal with compact representations.
Conversion from a compact representation to the standard representation will also be necessary if a numeric element in the object is replaced by one that is not in the set, S, of values that can be represented in the scheme being used.
The obvious way to convert from a compact representation to the standard representation is to allocate new space to hold the converted object, decode the compact representation to the standard representation, and then free the space that held the compact representation.
This approach has several problems, however. First, the amount of memory required will temporarily be 50% larger than if the standard representation had been used from the beginning. Second, it is not clear what to do if the object is shared -for example, is the value of several variables. In R, such sharing is done only to save space, and R semantics require that a copy be made when one value is modified, so the other will remain unchanged. It is unclear whether in this context it would be best to replace all references to the compact representation by the converted representation, or only the reference for which the standard representation is now required. If all references are replaced, they would have to be found, which is not easy. But if only one reference is replaced, memory for both representations will remain allocated. Finally, decoding objects to newly-allocated space changes the address of the object, and also could trigger a garbage collection at the point where an operation prompting the conversion is done. Existing code may have been written in a way that assumes such changes in address and initiations of garbage collection do not happen at times when they now could.
A different approach therefore seems to be required, and is possible if the operating system supports allocation of space within the virtual address space of the process without physical memory being allocated until the addresses are actually referenced. Current Linux, Solaris, and Mac OS X operating systems (and likely others as well) have such a facility, and use it in the malloc function in the C library when a large block of memory is requested.
In this approach, when an object is created, space sufficient to hold its standard representation is always reserved for it in the virtual address space. If a compact representation is used initially, only the first half of this space will be referenced, and hence the second half will not occupy any physical memory. If later the object needs to be converted to the standard representation, it can be decoded in place (starting at the end), at which time physical memory will be assigned to the second half. The address of an object stays the same when it is converted, and garbage collection will not be triggered by the conversion operation, since no additional (virtual) memory is allocated. This makes handling automatic conversion to standard format quite analogous to the deferred evaluation mechanism that is already implemented in pqR.
Similarly, when an object that is currently in the standard representation is converted to a compact representation, its virtual address and virtual storage allocation can remain the same, while the physical memory that is no longer required after conversion can be released (if the operating system supports this).
This approach to implementing compact representations will produce the desired benefits as long as physical memory is the limiting resource, with the available virtual address space being larger than physical memory. (A virtual address space a factor of two larger than physical memory should always be sufficient, and in some applications a smaller factor might suffice.) The virtual address space can be expected to be sufficiently large in 64-bit architectures (although considerations other than pointer size might limit it to less than 2 64 bytes). Systems with a 32-bit address space and no more than 2 GBytes of physical memory should also benefit from using compact representations. However, in a system that combines a large physical memory with a limited 32-bit address space, this approach to implementing compact representations may produce no benefit.
An unusual aspect of the framework for compact representations in this paper is that although there are many different schemes, such as seen in Tables 1 and 2 , the compact representation of a number is identical for every such scheme. Because of this, a compactly represented object can be noted as being encoded by not just one such scheme, but by a set of schemes. Decoding according to any of these schemes will produce the same result, so whichever scheme has the fastest decoder can be used. When a numerical value in the object is changed, any schemes that cannot represent this new value will be removed from the set of schemes that can decode the object. If this set becomes empty, the object will have to be converted to the standard, non-compact representation.
Note in particular that when creating an object from data read from a file, compact representations of numbers from the file can be stored as they are read, even though the set of schemes that can be used for decoding these representations will not be known until all data has been read. If a number is read that cannot be represented in any of the schemes that are implemented, the compact representations of previously read numbers can be expanded, and the standard representation used for the remaining data.
